
Can we play a sample of "Alien Love" and "America" (link below) ?

Topics::
Music - Writing Methods
                 Writing from the Heart
                          Example :: "Mis Pensamientos"  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_N3H0HRStZU
                          Example :: a love song for your lover
                 Writing from a Feeling
                          Example :: "Ticklin' the Strings"  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XzNSlifhZW8

                 Writing by formula & Writing on demand
                         Co-writing and writing with clients
                         "The Ballad of OJ Simpson" - on demand as the white Bronco slow motion "chase" took place

                 Writing by inspiration
                         Dreaming a song - example "America" by George McClure - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8r-fIA6NB_Y
                         Divine Inspiration - example "Amazing Grace" by John Newton
                         Dream - Vision - Song - example "Dia de los Muertos (The Matador)" by George McClure -

Music - Succeeding - Tips
  Relax and Have fun
  Stay true to your heart
 

Topics::
Recall :: Dennis Kucinich - ride on Air Force 2, then withdrew his truth exposing, saying "I have to think about my family"
               Dr Ron Paul - downed his commuter flight twice citing "mechanical problems", backed off on Fed Reserve, saying
                                         "I have to think about wife and family"
               Ross Perot - suddenly dropped out of the presidential race, despite overwhelming support, saying "I have to think about my
                                           wife, my daughter, and my family"  His beautiful daughter was about to be married.
               Do you see a pattern here??
               President John F Kennedy - they killed him
               President Lincoln - they killed him

Hillary and Parkinson's Disease - will she admit it and back out?
Trump is backpedalling on many issues - is he turning into a typical politician?

Topics::
Aliens - Does anyone seriously deny their existence anymore?
             Remember, logic has a way of winning out in the end -- the Universe is infinite, and in an infinite place, everything exists.

"I Made Lovev To An Alien Last Night" (Alien Love) -- the original space alien love song, by George McClure


